The contents of the compilation are:
Summaries of experiments --These are on the microfiche in the pocket at the front of the report. An example from the summaries, with some explanatory notes, follows this introduction.
Indices --These follow the example. One index lists experiments by initial-state particles and beam momentum, in order of increasing particle mass and beam momentum. Another index lists experiments by spokesman.
Vocabularies --These follow the indices, and give names and abbreviations used in the summaries. There are vocabularies for accelerators, detectors, particles, institutions, etc.
Beam lists --These list beams for fixed-target experiments at Brookhaven, CERN, Fermilab, KEK, Serpukhov, and SLAC.
Anyone wanting more information about a particular experiment should contact the experiment's spokesman directly, not us.
Although the original experimental proposals are sometimes available in libraries, there are often subsequent letters, revisions, and addenda, or simply informal arrangements with the powers that be, that extend the aims or shift the emphasis of an experiment.
There are also often changes of collaborators on an experiment.
We try to keep up with such changes, but of course cannot entirely succeed. The spokesman is the authoritative source of information about an experiment. 
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EACTION DATA DESCRIPTOR VOCABULARY
The data descriptors refer to the nature of the data to be taken in an experiment. Any of the variables below can also be understood to refer to functions (including averages or other moments, but not derivatives or integrals) of that variable, unless such functions involve other variables from the list. For data which are to be presented as a function of two variables, such as a scatter plot, combinations such as MASS*MASS are used.
Any function of outgoing momentum or energy not included in any of the above. Includes, E, y (rapidity, also rapidity gaps), x(=pil/p~ax)' PII' or other momentum or energy variable. Angular distribution between or among particles in the final state. Includes also angular distribution involving decay product of particles listed in the reaction, even though those decay products are not themselves explicitly listed. Includes angles used to study the decay of a system produced in the final state, even though the coordinate system axes may be defined with respect to the incident particles (e.g., Jackson angles, etc.) Also the equivalent, expressed as moments, etc; Mass spectrum, mass 2 spectrum, or invariant cross section as a function of mass or mass squared.
Transverse momentum (Pr) spectrum, p~spectrum, or invariant cross section as a function of PT. Does not include momentum transfer 2 2 1/2 spectrum (see ANGP). Includes transverse mass = (PT+m)
, unless the particle mass (m) is also variable. 
Partial-wave amplitudes.
Includes formation partial waves and production partial waves. Any attempt to measure amplitudes of definite j (angular momentum). Includes scattering length and effective range.
Amplitude not decomposed into states of definite j. RE/IM ratio, helicity amplitude, etc.
VARIABLES RELATED TO SPIN
Density matrix elements, including joint density matrix elements.
Final state spin-l/2 polarization measurement. Includes Wolfenstein spin rotation parameters. Includes measurement of asymmetry off a polarized target when it is equal to the final state polarization.
Asymmetry in scattering off a polarized target and/or with a polarized beam (with exception of special case noted under POL).
MULTIPLICITIES
Multiplicity distribution, its average, ratio, or moments.
Generally used in association with final states of the form N(PRONG), N(HADRON), etc., so that the individual final states are usually not listed.
f-' U1
KINE~lliTIC VARIABLE VOCABULARY PARTICLE PROPERTY DESCRIPTOR VOCABULARY MASS Hass or mass difference.
W
Total width, total rate, mean life. Also differences and ratios of these.
The following descriptors are used to designate various types of particle property data:
Electric moment, magnetic moment, charge radius, moment ratios. Partial width, partial rate, as well as any ratio or product of these such as branching ratio or integrated cross section. Also upper limits on these. Also differences of these unless incl¥d~d in DEC (DEC+i~cOudes charge asymmetry 0 for~~TI£V, n for~~TI TI , x+iy for KS~TI TI TI ).
PW HOM DEC
The Beam "momentum" designation given in parentheses following the n®lerical value and units can be one of the following: PLAB beam momentum in the lab frame. ELAB beam energy in the lab frame. TLAB beam kinetic energy in the lab frame. ECM total energy in the CM frame. S total CM energy squared. For colliding beam experiments, the momentum of the second beam is given indented below that of the first.
Alternatively, a single line with the total center-of-mass energy or equivalent lab beam momentum may be given.
For electroproduction or other reactions involving a virtual photon, the second and third lines indented below the beam momentum specify the equivalent of the mass and momentum of the virtual photon. These can have the following designations:
II mass of the target-virtual photon system. 112 s quare of II. Q2 absolute value of the mass squared of the virtual photon absolute value of the squared 4-momenturn transfer to the electron. NU energy of the virtual photon in the lab frame~energy loss of the electron in the lab frame.
QN Quantum numbers.
EX Existence (e.g., particle search result, even if negative, or evidence for presence in a mass spectrum). Protons are accelerated to a maximum momentum of 500 GeV/c. The maximum intensity is 3xI0 13 protons per pulse. The repetition rate is O.l/sec. Counting rates may be estimated using the nominal beam spill time of 1 sec. Broad band, quadrupole focus; see ..
Beam
.eo:
"
.. Protons are accelerated to a maximum momentum of 13 Gev/c. The maximum intensity is 2.5 x 10 12 protons per pulse. The repetition rate is 0.45/sec. .. 
Momentum
